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Abstract  
Research in the information systems (IS) field is complex and growing more complex, as alternative paradigms 
for research are introduced, grow and expand. In addition to the more traditional paradigms of positivist and 
interpretive research, recently interest within IS has focussed on Design Science Research (DSR). But how does 
DSR compare to other research paradigms? What do they have in common? Are they compatible with each 
other? This paper proposes a framework that can be used to compare IS research paradigms and elucidate and 
illuminate key differences and issues in their respective perspectives. The framework has three dimensions: (1) 
empirical vs non-empirical, (2) descriptive vs evaluative or normative, and (3) value-naïve vs value-aware vs 
value-critical. Five alternative IS research paradigms are then positioned in the framework and their 
differences contrasted, with particular focus on DSR and its main activities. 
Keywords 
IS research paradigm, interpretive research, positivist research, critical research, design science research. 
INTRODUCTION 
Kuhn (1969) described how (scientific) research paradigms evolve and change over time, often through a form 
of revolution in which change may be quite dramatic. The information systems (IS) discipline has also 
undergone paradigmatic evolution over many years. Originally IS arose from the engineering and computer 
science disciplines and followed an engineering research paradigm, where the research primarily developed new 
kinds and methods for developing information systems, as well as underlying principles of data, quality control, 
and human interface design, among others. Over time, as IS grew and became more embedded and ubiquitous in 
organisations, research focussed more on their effectiveness and impact, and theories for why that should be so, 
which lead to more empirical studies of IS in use and their management, using positivist methods. Later, some 
researchers adopted interpretive forms of research to address important issues of organisational and human 
complexity not amenable to positivist research, e.g. the IFIP 8.2 series of conferences on research methods, 
particularly the Manchester conference in 1984 (Mumford et al. 1985). Still later, more critical forms of research 
were identified as an alternative research paradigm to positivist and interpretive research (Orlikowski and 
Baroudi 1991) and advocated. All of this movement away from engineering forms of research lead to a backlash 
and the development of Design Science Research (Hevner et al. 2004; March and Smith 1995). 
Many works have been published on positivist, interpretive, critical, and design science research in Information 
Systems, including seminal summaries of quality standards and guidelines for such research in IS, including 
Klein and Myers (1999) on interpretive research, Hevner et al (2004) on design science, and Myers and Klein 
(2011) on critical research. However, how do these different research paradigms compare with each other? How 
can we make sense of their different perspectives and how they fit together with each other?  
One way of making sense is to develop a framework that demonstrates how different paradigms are similar to 
and different from each other. A famous framework that does so was presented in the book Sociological 
Paradigms and Organisational Analysis by Burrell and Morgan (1979). Their framework contrasted two 
dimensions, radical change vs regulation (status quo) and subjective vs objective, to develop four quadrants, 
each with their own paradigm – the radical humanist, radical structuralist, interpretive, and functionalist 
paradigms. This framework has been frequently referred to by research methods works in the IS field. For 
example, Hirschheim and Klein (1989) adopted this framework in their analysis of paradigms of information 
systems development (as opposed to research paradigms). Mingers (Mingers 2001) also references Burrell and 
Morgan as an example characterisation of research paradigms in his argument for combining research methods 
and paradigms.  
However, the Burrell and Morgan framework focusses on sociological research and doesn’t cover some research 
paradigms relevant to IS. It doesn't accommodate the design science paradigm, which brings in the creation of 
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new technology as a research purpose and activity. It also doesn’t explicitly address the critical research 
paradigm, as described in Information Systems. It also focusses exclusively on empirical research, omitting 
paradigms that rely on rationalism and rhetoric, such as relied on in philosophy. 
To address the difficulty in understanding how different research paradigms relate to each other in IS, as well as 
the weaknesses of the Burrell and Morgan framework described above, this paper proposes a new framework for 
aiding understanding of different research paradigms used in IS and considering its relationship and integration 
with other research paradigms.  
The next section describes the framework itself and its dimensions. Following that, the third section applies the 
framework to five different research paradigms by placing them within the framework and briefly highlighting 
the implications of doing so. Next the fourth section applies the framework to more detailed activities of Design 
Science Research (DSR) in order to more fully justify the placement of DSR as a whole in the framework. 
Finally the paper summarises and discusses a few general points across paradigms and opportunities for further 
research. 
A FRAMEWORK FOR COMPARING IS RESEARCH PARADIGMS 
Motivation for creating the framework presented in this paper came from teaching research methods to 
novice/prospective researchers, who had difficulties understanding different research paradigms and their 
respective assumptions.  
The framework developed in this paper was arrived at analytically by examining extant research paradigms 
described in the IS research literature (positivist, interpretive, critical, design science, and conceptual) and 
considering how they are similar to and different from each other. As positivist and interpretive research are 
heavily dealt with in the literature, it was not a goal of this framework to distinguish between those two 
paradigms in particular, allowing more focus on “newer”, alternative paradigms. Mingers explains research 
paradigm as “particular combinations of assumptions” and “a general set of philosophical assumptions covering, 
for example, ontology (what is assumed to exist), epistemology (the nature of valid knowledge), ethics or 
axiology (what is valued or considered right), and methodology” (Mingers 2001, p. 242). Assumptions of the 
different paradigms were examined to determine characteristic assumptions that distinguish them from each 
other. 
Inspiration for the framework was derived from Burrell and Morgan who determined two assumption 
dimensions (radical change vs regulation (status quo) and subjective vs objective) in their framework. However, 
differentiation of critical research required a different assumption dimension, relating to the treatment of values. 
Furthermore, some aspects of both critical and design science research are clearly non-empirical, leading to yet 
another dimension.  
Dealing with more than two dimensions in a two-dimensional space is somewhat difficult. Inspiration for 
addressing it was found in Karnaugh Maps (Karnaugh 1953; Wikipedia 2013), which accommodate up to four 
dimensions in two dimensional space.  
The framework was developed and shown to students and fellow researchers at research seminars, who gave 
feedback and suggestions for improvement. The version presented here is only slightly modified from the 
original version and is generally commented upon as being useful in clarifying and understanding alternative 
research paradigms, their assumptions, and how they are potentially consistent with each other. 
Figure 1 shows the structure of the framework proposed in this paper. This section describes each of the three 
dimensions of the framework, shown along the left, top, and right of the framework. Each dimension divides 
research into two or three parts. The combination of each of the three dimensions leads to the 12 cells shown. 
Research paradigms span two or more of these cells, as will be described in the major section applying the 
framework further below. First, though, each of the three dimensions is explained below. 
The Empirical vs Non-Empirical Dimension 
The empirical vs non-empirical dimension of the framework (shown in yellow along the left side of figure 1) is 
based upon the research paradigms primary perspective on the epistemological basis for the justification of the 
truth of any knowledge resulting from the research. 
Empirical research is built on the foundation of empiricism, which is an area of epistemology that holds that 
justifiable knowledge comes from the senses. It relies on observations of the world, whether in natural 
situations, such as within real organisations, or artificial situations, such as experiments.  
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 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
   
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
   
   Descriptive 
Figure 1: A Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
Non-empirical research primarily builds on rationalism, which is another area of epistemology that holds that 
justifiable knowledge come from reasoning. It relies on logical argumentation, because the world is held to have 
a regular, logical structure, based upon which one can reason and draw conclusions.  
Of course both viewpoints may be held simultaneously. However, different research paradigms may be said to 
primarily emphasise one or the other perspective on the most appropriate source of knowledge. 
The Descriptive vs Evaluative or Normative Dimension 
The descriptive vs evaluative or normative dimension of the framework (shown in blue along the right side of 
figure 1) divides the framework in two parts, with the descriptive portion including both the top and bottom row 
of cells. This dimension is based upon the quality or nature sought for the knowledge resulting from the 
research, i.e. on what kind of knowledge the research intends to discover or build.  
Descriptive knowledge is knowledge that intends to describe or explain the way the world behaves or functions, 
including both the natural world and the built environment. Purely descriptive knowledge makes no value 
judgment about what is right or wrong, good or bad, or better or worse. The empirical natural and behavioural 
sciences, as well as philosophy and rationalism create such knowledge. In Gregor's (2006) framework, such 
knowledge includes theory types I-IV, (I - descriptive, II - explanatory, III - predictive, and IV - explanatory and 
predictive).  
Evaluative or normative knowledge is knowledge that makes a value judgment. The values concerned may be 
ones of moral right or wrong or about utility for achieving some purpose (and the value of that purpose).  
Evaluative knowledge ascribes a value which allows comparison between different things in terms of their 
value. Thus one action or artefact may be better or worse than another from a moral and/or a utility perspective. 
Evaluative knowledge also may establish whether (or not) an action or artefact has sufficient utility for 
achieving some purpose or combination of purposes. 
Normative knowledge is concerned with establishing whether (or not) an action or artefact is moral or immoral 
or is the one best way to achieve a desired purpose or utility.  
Importantly, both evaluative and normative knowledge are based on some value system as to what is desirable 
or undesirable, whether that be some moral good (such as the common good) or whether it be the needs and 
utility of some stakeholder (such as a business organisation) or group of stakeholders with similar needs (such as 
patients with a particular medical condition).  
The Value-Naïve vs Value-Aware vs Value-Critical Dimension 
The third dimension of the framework (shown in pink along the top of figure 1) divides the framework into three 
parts - left, middle, and right. Each column is concerned with a different perspective held by the researcher with 
respect to values.  
The value-naïve perspective is one in which research is assumed to be value-free, i.e. values play no part in 
research and should be ignored. Importantly, this perspective is espoused by proponents of the scientific 
method, in which observation is supposed to be without the values of the researchers biasing the interpretation 
of the research observations.  
The value-aware perspective is one in which the researcher or researchers are aware that values play a part and 
attempt to surface what those values are and include them in their research. However, research in the middle 
column does not attempt to ascertain what values are the appropriate values or to critically examine those 
values.  
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The value-critical perspective, on the other hand, explicitly examines the values upon which the research is 
conducted and the moral good or utility is based. Researchers holding this perspective attempt to adjudge that 
the research promotes the right values (or that other research violates those values). To a greater or lesser extent, 
such research examines the value system of the researcher and of others to make decision about what utility 
should be sought and for whom. 
APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK TO SPECIFIC RESEARCH PARADIGMS 
Having developed the structure and dimensions of the framework in the previous section, this section applies the 
framework to five different research paradigms – (1) positivism, (2) interpretivism, (3) theoretico-argumentative 
(also known as conceptual, but the idea of an argument goes beyond concepts), (4) critical, and (5) design 
science. The next five subsections below each describe and place one of these paradigms within the framework. 
Positivism in the Framework 
As shown in figure 2, research in the positivist research paradigm is always primarily empirical. Positivist 
research can produce descriptive, evaluative, or normative knowledge and can be conducted from a value-naïve, 
value-aware, or value-critical position, although the prototypical scientific method recommendation is that 
research be “value neutral”.  
  
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical Positivism 
Descriptive 
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
   
   Descriptive 
Figure 2: Positivism in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
It is a matter of debate within the research community whether value neutrality is either possible or desirable. 
Certainly where research in a positivist vein is concerned with problem solving, the problem to be solved is 
always perceived from some value position, as nothing is undesirable in and of itself, that is all problems are 
perceived (Kroenke 2006). Furthermore, the simple choice of topic that one wishes to research is also often 
value-laden as any research is espoused to have some utility (else why conduct it?).  
Interpretivism in the Framework 
As shown in figure 3, research in the interpretive research paradigm is also always primarily empirical, can 
produce descriptive, evaluative, or normative knowledge, and can be conducted from a value-naïve, value-
aware, or value-critical position. From the point of view of this framework, positivism and interpretivism are 
identical in having an empiricist epistemology, producing different kinds of knowledge, and in being done by 
researchers with different perspectives on values. 
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical Interpretivism 
Descriptive 
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
   
   Descriptive 
Figure 3: Interpretivism in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
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However proponents of interpretive research often advocate that such research should not (or cannot) be value 
neutral. They often recommend that interpretive researchers self-examine and state their assumptions and 
values, and (hence) their inevitable biases. Indeed, philosophers such as Gadamer (1989) state that the world 
view of one's (including researchers') experience not only makes biases inevitable, without it, interpretation is 
not possible at all. 
Theoretico-Argumentative Research in the Framework 
Theoretico-argumentative research uses logic, rhetoric, and reasoning to formulate arguments about knowledge, 
such as theory. Research papers in the theoretico-argumentative paradigm are commonly called research essays 
or conceptual papers (Hirschheim 2008). Philosophy is a field of study that often uses this paradigm for its 
research as many areas of study such as appropriate ethics are not amenable to empirical study. In contrast to 
empirical research, Theoretico-Argumentative research is primarily based on rationalism as an epistemology. As 
shown in figure 4, research in the theoretico-argumentative paradigm, unlike the positivist and interpretive 
research paradigms, is non-empirical. However, like both positivism and interpretivism, theoretico-
argumentative research can produce descriptive, evaluative, or normative knowledge, and can be conducted 
from a value-naïve, value-aware, or value-critical position. 
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
   Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical Theoretico-Argumentative Research 
Descriptive 
Figure 4: Theoretico-Argumentative Research in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
Critical Research in the Framework 
As shown in figure 5, critical research is always conducted from a value-critical position. Critical research 
makes judgments about what are the proper values to have and espouse when conducting research. Sometimes it 
is critical of other research because of the values the other research espouses or because the other research is 
ignorant of (value-naïve about) its own values with consequent damage to some stakeholders. Generally critical 
research is either Marxist in nature (valuing the needs of the workers or proletariat over the needs of 
management or the ruling oligarchy), or is more generally humanistic, espousing values of freedom, liberty, 
equality, and democracy,  eliminating oppression and unnecessary control, and promoting self-determination 
and emancipation. 
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
  Critical 
Research 
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
  
   Descriptive 
Figure 5: Critical Research in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
As shown in figure 5, critical research is also always either evaluative or normative in nature. It always is 
concerned with whether or not an action or artefact is better or worse or possibly the best in its utility for 
achieving its carefully considered moral goals. Those actions include other research and artefacts include 
research methods.  
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Also shown in figure 5, research in the critical paradigm can be either empirical or non-empirical - or both. It 
can make a reasoned argument about a situation. It can also collect and use empirical data to draw conclusions 
about a state of affairs and its moral consequences. Moreover, it often makes a critical, reasoned argument about 
the values and moral position that it takes, although this might simply be based on an argument made by 
someone else.  
Design Science Research in the Framework 
Figure 6 shows where Design Science Research (DSR) can be placed in the paradigm. DSR is a paradigm that 
develops knowledge about new kinds of artefacts that can be used to achieve human purposes, particularly to 
solve problems or make improvements. DSR involves activities that can be either empirical or non-empirical, 
can be from any perspective on values, but is also always (or at least should be) at least evaluative or normative, 
never just descriptive.  
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
Design Science Research 
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
   Descriptive 
Figure 6: Design Science Research in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
The following section provides a more detailed explanation of the placement of DSR in the framework. 
APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK TO DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
Venable  (Venable 2006a) developed a framework of DSR activities that includes four main activities: (1) 
Theory Building, (2) Solution Technology (i.e. artefact) Invention, and two different forms of evaluation (3) 
Artificial Evaluation and (4) Naturalistic Evaluation. In order to clarify the placement of the DSR paradigm in 
figure 6, it is useful to place those activities themselves within the framework. Venable (2006a) proposed two 
typical major cycles of (1) theorising, (2) design/invention, and (3) evaluation, with evaluation being either 
artificial or naturalistic. The following four subsections follow the activity steps of DSR in this order and apply 
the paradigm framework to each of the DSR activities. 
DSR Theory Building in the Framework 
Figure 7 shows that theory building in DSR is a non-empirical activity. It is based on reasoning, especially 
abductive reasoning (Vaishnavi and Kuechler 2004), specifically in which one (e.g. a researcher) hypothesises 
or guesses that a solution technology artefact will (or could be) useful to achieve some purpose. Sometimes the 
artefact is an extant one that has not been applied for that purpose. Sometimes the artefact does not yet exist, but 
its form and function are envisioned in some way, e.g. as an improvement on an existing artefact. Abductive 
reasoning makes the conceptual leap to posit a relationship between the extant or imagined new artefact and the 
achievement of some human purpose. This utility relationship is the essence of a design theory (Baskerville and  
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
   
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
DSR Theory Building 
   Descriptive 
Figure 7: Theory Building in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
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Pries-Heje 2010; Gregor and Jones 2007; Venable 2006b; Venable 2013; Walls et al. 1992) between the artefact 
meta-design and the meta-requirements (purpose) for the artefact (Walls et al. 1992).  
As also shown in figure 7, theory building in DSR is always evaluative or normative, because it is always 
concerned with whether or not an artefact (an instantiation of a meta-design) achieves its purpose (meta-
requirements) and/or which artefact(s) are or could be better or best to achieve that purpose.  
While values always guide what is considered to be a problem or to be an improvement, figure 7 also shows that 
the researcher may be naïve, aware, or critical about what values legitimise the purpose for which the artefact is 
designed and/or applied. As an example of value critical DSR, a 2010 IFIP 8.2 conference focussed on the design 
and diffusion of systems for human benefit (Pries-Heje et al. 2010) and a 2011 special issue of Information, 
Technology and People (Venable et al. 2011). As will be seen, range of value viewpoints applies for the other 3 
activities in Venable's (2006a) multi-activity DSR framework. 
DSR Solution Technology Invention in the Framework 
Figure 8 shows where solution technology invention (Venable 2006a) or artefact design can be placed in the 
framework. In the DSR invention/design activity, the initial theorising in theory building is expanded by 
rationally designing the solution technology artefact in more detail, fleshing out the bones of the artefact to 
sufficient detail that it can be built or instantiated. As shown in figure 8, the invention/design activity is always 
primarily rational/non-empirical, always evaluative/normative, and as for theorising, can be value-naïve, aware, 
or critical. 
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
   
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
DSR Solution Technology Invention 
   Descriptive 
Figure 8: Design Science Research in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
Artificial Evaluation in the Framework 
Artificial evaluation evaluates the designed solution technology artefact (and its design theory) in a contrived or 
artificial way rather than through real use (Venable 2006a). Figure 9 shows that artificial evaluation is always 
evaluative or normative and can be from any value perspective. It also shows that it can be either empirical or 
non-empirical. Non-empirical forms of evaluation include mathematical proof and simulations. Empirical forms 
of artificial evaluation include experiments. 
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
DSR Artificial Evaluation 
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
   Descriptive 
Figure 9: Artificial Evaluation in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
Naturalistic Evaluation in the Framework 
Naturalistic evaluation (Venable 2006a) evaluates the designed solution technology artefact and its design 
theory in a naturalistic setting, which meets the three characteristics set out in (Sun and Kantor 2006) - real 
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users, real system (artefact), and real task (Venable et al. 2012). An evaluation that doesn't meet the 'three 
realities' would be artificial in some way. As shown in figure 10, naturalistic evaluation must always be 
empirical. It could potentially use either positivist methods, such as quantitative surveys, or interpretive 
methods, such as ethnography, to conduct the evaluation. 
 
 Value Naïve Value Aware Value Critical  
Empirical 
   Descriptive 
DSR Naturalistic Evaluation 
Evaluative or 
Normative 
Non-Empirical 
   
   Descriptive 
Figure 10: Naturalistic Evaluation in the Framework for Classifying IS Research Paradigms 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
As mentioned in the introduction, the information systems field has continued to evolve in its acceptance and 
use of different research paradigms. This has led to some 'paradigm wars' within the discipline, which have 
motivated extensive discussion of what constitutes and what are acceptable standards for research conducted 
within different paradigms. Nonetheless, there continue to be misunderstandings of the different paradigms and 
their legitimacy and possibly their incommensurability. There has also been a move toward acceptance of 
multiple paradigms and multi-paradigmatic research. 
Frameworks such as that of Burrell and Morgan (1979) have contributed to other disciplines understanding 
different research paradigms within their discipline. However, the Burrell and Morgan framework doesn't 
accommodate Design Science Research in particular, nor does it account for the terms widely used within IS for 
different research paradigms, including positivist, interpretive, and critical research.  
The need to better understand the multitude of research paradigms and the inadequacy of extant frameworks for 
that purpose have motivated the development of the framework presented in this paper. The purpose of the 
framework (its meta-requirements as a design theory) is to aid IS (and other?) researchers to better understand 
the different paradigmatic perspectives of alternate research paradigms. 
Importantly, the framework highlights that there are non-empirical aspects of research paradigms, as 
exemplified in theoretic-argumentative research, commonly called research essays or conceptual papers 
(Hirschheim 2008). Non-empirical aspects allow for arguments concerning moral issues and values, which are 
relevant to critical research as well as design science research. Furthermore, abductive reasoning in (design) 
theory building, design activities in solution technology invention, and non-empirical forms of artificial 
evaluation are key parts of design science research. 
The framework also highlights that evaluative and normative forms of knowledge creation are essential aspects 
of both critical research and design science research, since value conditions explain and define what is 'better' or 
'best', what is undesirable about some problem, and why something would be an improvement. 
The framework also highlights that an essential aspect of critical research is that the researcher takes a critical 
perspective on the values that are appropriate for research and, most importantly, that are appropriate for the 
purpose(s) to be achieved by various artefacts, such as laws, social policies, managerial practices, and even 
information systems and technologies.  
Finally, the framework also highlights that other research paradigms - positivist, interpretive, theoretico-
argumentative, and design science - all may be conducted from value-naïve, value-aware, and value-critical 
perspectives. While it is possible, it is not desirable. The idea that values should not enter into positivist research 
is of course a fiction. Values are essential to guide the choice of topic. Research in any of the above paradigms 
that is value-critical or at least conducted by researchers who reflect on their values and how they guide or 
influence their research will lead to research that is more likely to improve the human condition through 
emancipation rather than to reduce freedom and increase unnecessary control. 
In terms of evaluation of the framework presented in this paper, the framework has been taught over several 
years to students in a research methods course and also at various PhD seminars and consortia, which have 
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included fellow researchers. This form of design-oriented action research (which combines DSR and action 
research (Iivari and Venable 2009)), educational “design experiment” (Brown 1992; Collins 1992), or “design 
based research” (Dede 2004) has led to improvements of the framework as well as feedback on its general 
usefulness. After several iterations, no new feedback and suggestions have been received and the framework has 
stabilised. That said, it would be useful to more formally and summatively evaluate the framework and make a 
more rigorous evaluation of its utility to achieve its purpose of improving understanding of research paradigms, 
how they compare, and highlighting issues relevant to research generally, such as the importance of values to all 
paradigms of research. The reader is also invited to conduct his or her own evaluation of the framework by 
reflecting on what they have learned by reading this paper. 
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